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HELLO AGAIN!
As summer turns to autumn and the focus of the world of lighting
shifts to the winter whirl of exhibitions, product launches and, dare we
say it, awards ceremonies, Northern Lights is no exception and has all
three to anticipate during the lifetime of this, the latest edition of
‘Enlightened’.

The Sleep Exhibition (Business Design Centre, Islington 26-27th
November) will be the focus for Northern Lights’ UK marketing
activities this autumn. We will be presenting a spectacular selection of
products - as well as a groundbreaking array of Organic LED
technology. As one of only 100 companies globally and the first in the
UK to partner with Philips on this major initiative, visit our stand (M16)
and be amazed at the recent developments which will make this
technology undoubtedly one of the key components in the lighting
lexicon of the next 20 years. Northern Lights is at the forefront of
lighting companies understanding, utilising and applying this
technology, so please visit us at Sleep!
Our second window on the world this autumn, to be launched around
mid November is our new website. Designed by Sheffield based design
agency 93ft, their brief was to create a website which would convey
not only our bespoke options, but also show our standard product
ranges simply and elegantly. Everyone tells us that the website is easy
to use, pleasant on the eye, reflects some of the humour and humanity
of the business and most importantly that it is extremely useful when
selecting and specifying products. You will find a section on the
website a little later in this magazine or better still go to www.northernlights.co.uk to see the results of months of hard work both internally
and with our design partners in Sheffield.
When we entered the Chambers of Commerce Business Awards we
didn’t really know what to expect. All we could do was give it our best
shot. We entered two awards - Manufacturer of the Year and Exporter
of the Year and before long found ourselves being interviewed by a
stern panel of judges, asking us about ‘Visions’ and ‘Missions’ and the
quality of our business plan. We subsequently found out that we had
been shortlisted to the last three for both awards. The next stage was
to be visited by a film crew who made a short film about Northern
Lights which is to be shown at the awards ceremony in October just
before the announcement of the winner is made. A bit like the Oscars,
but without the botox and tears. Congratulations to everyone who
played their part in the bid process, we will let you know if either of
the golden envelopes contained our name! - **STOP PRESS - See top
right of page 2**

As many of you will know, Northern Lights is a business based on
people and hands-on skills. Good systems and machinery are vital, but
in the end it is a people thing. One of the departments through which
all work goes is our wiring section, featured later in this publication. As
they are the last process in the production cycle usually everything in
wiring has to happen at high speed, in minimum timescales and to a
very high quality. So hats off to our wiring team, enjoy your page in the
sun guys and thank you for your hard work.
Finally one of the most fascinating bits about this company is the huge
variation in the end destination of our products. Nationally and
internationally. Hotels. Restaurants. Bars. And now… shopping centres.
Previously our involvement with places like Meadowhall, Bluewater and
The MetroCentre has been with the shops and restaurants themselves
- more recently it has meant the creation of huge set piece
installations in the malls. This is where lighting really does meet large
scale art. We have had our fair share of TV and Press coverage for
these pieces - we think you will find our article in this magazine
‘Northern Lights Goes Shopping’ interesting and maybe leave you
wondering just how these pieces were engineered….
Thank you for taking the time to read this edition of ‘Enlightened’. And
for asking us to do so many varied, spectacular and interesting things
for you.
We will continue to give them our very
best shot…….
We wish you a happy and busy autumn

Paul Wade
Managing Director
Northern Lights (Chesterfield) Ltd
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NORTHERN LIGHTS
GOES SHOPPING...
Love them or hate them, large ‘out
of town’ shopping centres are here
to stay and it’s a constant battle to
attract new visitors. When LRW
approached us with a series of
projects all for one such centre we
jumped at the opportunity to spend
some time in one of our favourite
retail environments.
Usually we would be supplying
bespoke elements for units within
the MetroCentre such as Costa,
Frankie & Benny’s and
PizzaExpress to name but a few, but
on this occasion we were asked to
produce what would become
spectacular central feature pieces something that would most
certainly get people talking.
The four individual features - a
Heart pendant, colour changing
column flutes, a two-tiered shard
pendant and a Poppy pendant brought to life by some truly
spectacular designs. They not only
look fantastic but helped recognise
and raise money for the ‘Childrens
Heart Unit Fund’ at Newcastle’s
Freeman Hospital and to remember
the 100th Anniversary of the First
World War.
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The concept behind the heart chandelier presented us with a
variety of design and engineering challenges which we had to
overcome. The core concept brief of the project was for the
design of a heart-shaped chandelier formed from a series of
individual crystal hearts.
THE CRYSTAL HEART
The shape of the individual crystals was completely bespoke
to the chandelier. The scale of the heart had to reflect the
proposed envelope of the three dimensional heart form of the
chandelier. Several designs were considered from which a
prototype was produced. The prototype was custom-made by
hand with each facet of the shape hand-cut. The cut faces
then had to be polished to a perfectly smooth finish to ensure
an accurate representation of the manufactured item.
It took a few experimental crystal sample shapes before the
design was approved for volume production. Following this
approval the form had to be replicated as a crystal mould die.
This would then ensure that each crystal for the project was
identical to the next.
SHAPE
We have successfully designed and manufactured many varied
chandelier shapes with this one ranking as one of the more
complex requests. Each individual heart had to be positioned
so that the accumulative mass visually represented a heart
shape. Each location for the heart centre had to be accurately
set to account for 3 axes. Thankfully our 3D CAD software
assisted in this process.

SUPPORTING STRUCTURE
We estimated the overall weight of the crystals as 300kg
which determined that a substantial supporting structure was
required to safely retain the loading. Following consultation
with our structural engineers we calculated that a lattice array
of steel box sections welded together as a single unit was the
most appropiate solution. This construction method ensured
that the inherent structural integrity would prevent any
distortion over the span of the framework area.

LOGISTICS
The scale of the manufactured framework presented us with
further issues which we had to overcome. The footprint of the
frame exceeded a standard factory workstation area which
resulted in our having to combine two manned stations to
accommodate this size.
Finishing - as the perimeter of the unit was too large for our
powdercoating oven we had to subcontract the work to a
specialist automotive repair facility for paint application.
Transport - dedicated transportation had to be organised to
take into account the size and weight of the assembled
framework and to ensure the safe transit of goods to site.
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“The heart chandelier and the replica hearts we
sold will raise £21,000 which is going to CHUF,
the children’s heart unit at Newcastle’s Freeman
Hospital, which does such amazing work in
saving the lives of countless young people and
is one of two leading centres specialising in this
kind of medicine in the UK..”
- Gavin Prior - General Manager, intu MetroCentre
Image courtesy of Alan Kidd

INSTALLATION
The services of a Cable Access Network specialist team were
employed to co-ordinate with the main contractor to carry out
the structural installation works. Once the framework had been
guided through the MetroCentre it was raised to a dedicated
supporting platform which was erected directly beneath the
chandelier location. Final commissioning of the colour
changing LED downlights was carried out at this point prior to
the final suspension. Following this the framework was rotated
to its correct orientation and the steel suspension wires
coupled to the perimeter anchor points. Once the chandelier
was suspended and access to the trim plate was available the
dressing of the chandelier began. The Northern Lights
installation team assisted in the dressing of the chandelier.
Each crystal heart suspension cable length was factory preset and had to be hung from its corresponding centre point to
ensure that the heart shape was achieved. The installation was
completed over several nights as access and works were not
permitted during trading hours.

THE RESULT
Although this project presented new challenges which had to
be creatively addressed and resolved, the end result is
ultimately a stunning and unique centrepiece for the
MetroCentre. One which, as public reaction has proven, is a
triumph in both design and manufacture.
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Image courtesy of Alan Kidd

COLOUR CHANGING COLUMN FLUTES
The plastic flutes turned out to be the most complex of all
the components aesthetically speaking. The shape looks
relatively simple, however to manufacture it was far from
straightforward. Each column consisted of a number of
individual flutes which then had to be connected to link up
the colour changing correctly as a collective. Our designers
created a lasercut framework, modelled in 3D CAD to
assemble the plastic components together and to suspend
the internal illumination and transformers.
Initially the flutes were proposed as straight sided. However
it was determined that this would not provide the refined
aesthetic the designers were looking for. Our design team
worked closely with our plastic fabricator to produce a series
of samples that ensured the compound shape of the flute
was created accurately. This involved producing a handmade
former to create the fine sweeping curves and refinement of
the capped end to maintain the gloss opal finish and sharp
clean lines with controlled adhesive techniques.
The colour changing element was made possible using
OSRAM LinearLight Colourmix Flex with Optotronic LED
drivers.

ENLIGHTENED
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“The two chandeliers that have been
installed at intu MetroCentre have
been massive talking points with
shoppers not just because they’re
visually spectacular but because of
what they also represent.”
- Gavin Prior - General Manager, intu MetroCentre
The two-tier ‘shard’ chandelier is a modern
contemporary design which creates a dramatic
presence within the Platinum Mall.
Design aspects from the illuminated column
flutes have been transposed to the steel
‘gladus’ like shard shapes on the chandelier
creating a visual continuity within the space.
The core material elements of the chandelier
are polished stainless steel and optically clear
acrylic which exploit the light emitting from the
LED downlight modules. These create an
evolving myriad of reflections as the visitor
travels around the pendant.

To ensure that the designer and client were confident that their concept
would be accurately realised, Northern Lights undertook the production
of a prototype sample section.
The prototype was manufactured as an actual size 1/8th section of the
largest pendant tier. All the proposed design elements and finishes were
accurately replicated to ensure that what was reviewed was as the
designer’s intent.
It was essential that the sample featured the proposed light source
elements. This ensured that once illuminated the reflective and
translucent properties of the materials and surface finshes could be fully
appreciated.
Following assessment some minor modifications were required. This
review which Northern Lights was able to provide, proved an essential
part of the development process.

ENLIGHTENED
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BEAUTIFULLY

REMEMBERED
HOW WE CREATED A STUNNING REMEMBRANCE PENDANT FOR THE METROCENTRE
The challenges started early on this project. We had four weeks from when the order was
placed to deliver and install the pendant in time for the WW1 Centenary. The 4th of
August 2014 marked the 100th anniversary of the day Britain entered one of the costliest
conflicts in history – the First World War – with fighting continuing until the 11th of
November 1918, Armistice Day. Faced with this sort of responsibility late delivery was
absolutely not an option.
We started with a single reference image of a poppy as inspiration for the 60 shades.
There are two sizes: 800mm and 600mm diameter. We needed the poppy shades to be
three-dimensional and organically shaped, so concluded that the best method of
manufacture was laser cutting. This would ensure that the frames were accurate and easy
to assemble and ready to push through the factory. Our in-house design team engineered
the frames on SolidWorks 3D CAD with slots and laser-etched labelling to assist our
fabricators, reducing the time it took to weld the frames together. Holes for hank bushes
and suspension clutches were designed in, ensuring that the laser-cut decorative plates
could be fixed to the frames easily during wiring and assembly. The frames were modelled
and exported in one afternoon for manufacture to ensure we could meet the tight lead
time.
WRAPPING
Once the laser-cut frames were assembled they then had to be hand wrapped in beautiful
‘poppy red’ silk. This was an extremely important part of the project and possibly the most
time consuming element. Hand wrapping ensured we achieved the desired organic effect
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“The poppy chandelier was
commissioned to commemorate the
outbreak of WW1 and will be a lasting
tribute to the servicemen and women
who have served their country. We’re
delighted to have been able to install
such a stunning and lasting thoughtprovoking piece in such a prominent
position within the centre.”
- Gavin Prior - General Manager, intu MetroCentre
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with some uniformity across all 60 pieces. As time scales were so
critical we had absolutely no room for errors and we were able to have
everything finished on time for assembly.
METRO CENTRE POPPY PENDANT, CEILING PLATE & POPPY
ARRANGEMENT
Initially, we designed a full structure which would keep a rigid shape at
3.5m and still be shallow in depth. We visually arranged each of the
drops to show a non-uniform random scatter of poppies over a
maximum drop of approximately 6m.
Each of the poppies was then orientated to their fixed position to
ensure no interference between the poppy and the suspension cords
from the poppies below.

AFTER BRINGING THE DESIGN TO A CONCLUSION:
The poppy pendant ceiling plate was manufactured to suspend the load
of 60 steel and fabric poppy structures. The full ceiling plate structure
was fabricated in six modular triangular sections to ensure the ease of
working with a structure that measured 3.5m in diameter.
Each of the six triangular structure sections was fabricated from 20mm
box section (both straight and rolled box) and welded together with
various gussets to provide an extra element of rigidity.
We then arranged the triangular structure sections in a similar
arrangement to a 'spiders web' and mechanically fixed all parallel box
sections together. We then primed all faces of the structure to seal the
material from any weathering. We also designed a 70x70mm box section
and a 50x50mm angle section substructure which we sent to Sir Robert
McAlpine. They had the structure manufactured and painted and then
sent it back to Northern Lights.
This sub-structure would act as an extra rigid support for the initially
manufactured frame as well as being a suitable structure to mount the
entire poppy ceiling plate. We secured the initial frame structure on to
the sub-structure and attached seven front laser-cut trim plates (six
outer triangular sections and one circular central section).
As soon as the structure was fully assembled, 60 ES lampholders to the
plate were set at various random drops.
REMEMBRANCE
You can see from some of the images shown throughout this article that
the finished and fully installed Poppy pendant creates a beautiful and
lasting tribute to the brave servicemen and women who have lost their
lives in a century of conflicts.

ENLIGHTENED
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WORKING WITH...
LRW INTERIOR DESIGN ON THE DESIGN OF THE FEATURE PENDANTS FOR THE METROCENTRE

“We need a glass heart chandelier, it needs
to be formed from a thousand individual
glass hearts and it needs to be 6m wide!”
..not the simplest opening conversation with a lighting
manufacturer and one that certainly had us all
scratching our heads. But from the start it was
apparent that Northern Lights were up for the
challenge.
Over the last 2 years, Leach Rhodes Walker Architects
have worked closely with the Northern Lights team to
help realise and deliver a series of feature
chandeliers, pendants and column capital lights for
the newly refurbished Platinum Mall at intu
MetroCentre, Gateshead. The starting point and the
centre of the scheme is the ‘Heart of a Thousand
Crystals’ chandelier. A thousand individually
suspended glass hearts create the overall 3D form of
a heart, all elegantly suspended above the central mall
atrium.
To complement the Heart of a Thousand Crystals and
bring the ‘bling’ to the mall, there are two additional
large scale chandeliers. Through the design
development process with Northern Lights the use of
highly polished fins and slim acrylic rods are
dramatically suspended over the mall below. The
choice and application of materials successfully
reinforces the ‘Platinum’ concept.
The design of the illuminated column capitals provides
the rhythm along the mall and takes their cue from
traditional architectural details. These fluted capitals
elegantly sweep to the ceiling and reflect the
decorative detailing befitting the mall brand.
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After a successful opening of the Platinum Mall, we
still had one more challenge for Northern Lights. As
part of the centenary events to mark the start of
World War 1, we needed a unique pendant designed
using 60 individual illuminated poppies. Technically
different to the other chandeliers, the stretch fabric
poppies create a softness and warmth which now
proudly cascade within the Red Mall. Northern Lights
have reliably delivered a pendant that not only
exceeded the original brief but creates a poignant
reminder to our past.
The chandeliers form an integral part of the mall
concepts and have been the opportunity to push the
design boundaries. Northern Lights understood our
design intent from the initial meetings and have
worked closely to realise these concepts and we look
forward to working with them again in the near future.

Rebecca Kenny
Project Leader
Leach Rhodes Walker Architects

Leach Rhodes Walker:
A design-focused architectural
practice delivering exemplary
buildings for driven clients.
Specialists in Architecture,
Masterplanning, Interior Design
and 3D Design/Graphics.

Sainsburys Food
Store, Talbot Gateway
Blackpool project.
140,000 sqft gross
store with 600 car
parking spaces - the
‘iconic’ first phase
development of the
area

Commerical
Development of
the Year 2014’
By Insider Property
Awards
Leach Rhodes Walker

Architects
Practice of the
Year
By Insider Property
Awards NW 2014

Leach Rhodes Walker is a 70 person
strong architectural Practice with its head
office in Manchester; with expanding
offices in London and Bucharest.The
practice has been operating for over 60
years and is active in all commercial
sectors throughout the UK and Europe.
Our portfolio of work ranges in value
from £250,000 to over £500m. Currently
we are particularly active in the hotel,
retail and commercial sectors.
Experienced in mixing creativity with a
commercial realism, working mainly for
established clients in both the private
and public sectors. Our aim is to provide
quality buildings and public facilities
which meet client requirements and
positively add to the built environment.
We have a strong reputation for
balancing commercial requirements with
innovative design solutions through a
team of creative imaginative designers
and experienced technical staff. The
practice is energetic and enthusiastic
and no matter what the project, size or
location we can assemble a team with
the right skills that will be dedicated to
the effective delivery of your aspirations.

www.lrw.co.uk
www.lrwid.co.uk
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STYLE HAS NOTHING
TO HIDE...

THE CLEAR CLASSIC GOES LED
WITH PHILIPS MASTERLED

THE CLEAR CLASSIC
The new Philips clear LED 40 watt equivalent lamp for
ambience creation and decorative lighting, creating nostalgia
with comfortable warm settings.
It takes the traditional elegant shape, look and sparkling warm
light effect of an incandescent lamp and improves this with
LED technology.
The result is an upgraded lamp that saves 85% energy
compared to traditional incandescent lamps as they last 20-25
times longer with 25,000 hour lifetime, and approximately £8
per bulb on electricity costs per year.
This innovative lamp is available now in our exciting range of
bespoke lighting at Northern Lights.
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The CRI of Philips LED lamps is always higher than
80, close to the sun's value, reflecting colours truly
and naturally.

With a lifetime of up to 25,000 hours, this Philips
LED lamp will ensure your desired atmosphere for
up to 25 years.

No need to wait: Philips LED lamps provide
their full level of brightness immediately upon
switching on.

By replacing traditional lamps with a Philips
LED alternative, you will gain immediate, significant
energy savings while contributing to a sustainable
planet.

MORE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Different lamps have different lumens per watt output with the most efficient
featuring a high lumen to watt ratio. The input wattage of Philips clear LED
lamps is 6W which is a high lumen per watt ratio: 78 (calculated by dividing the
luminous flux with the system power rating of the lamp). This means it saves
85% energy compared to traditional incandescent lamps.

UNIQUE LENS DESIGN FOR SPARKLING
LIGHT EFFECT AND STYLISH LOOK
Unique lens design uses carbonised sewing thread to
enable a filament-like sparkling light effect, similar to that
of an incandescent. This lens design is fully transparent
giving the lamp a more luxurious, elegant look.

MORE ELEGANT LAMP WITH THE
TRADITIONAL SHAPE
Philips clear LED lamps come in the traditional A60
lamp shape, just like the incandescent lamps people
know and love. It is therefore a true replacement for
the traditional lamp.

ENLIGHTENED
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THE HOTEL
SHOW DUBAI
The award of the 2020 World Expo to Dubai and
the rather more controversial staging of the 2022
World Cup in Qatar have added even more fizz to
the frenzy of refurbishments and new builds in the
UAE.
This was reflected in the quantity and quality of the
visitors and exhibitors at the ‘Hotel Show’ in Dubai
which took place between the 28th and 30th
September. Northern Lights was represented as
always by our superb local representatives Vann
Furniture, led by the mercurial Espino Soodbaksh,
and together we created a stunning exhibition stand
spanning everything from the quasi-industrial to the
simply chic. Drawing on inspiration from some of the
many hotel and restaurant projects we have
undertaken in the region, the design of the space
seemed to capture the mood of the moment - no
mean feat in what has always been a fast-moving
market.
Often by prior arrangement, sometimes just by
happy coincidence, the Vann Furniture/Northern
Lights stand proved to be a magnet for visitors,
many Dubai based, seemingly more from other parts
of the UAE.
Espino, MD of Vann Furniture said after the show,
’This was a wonderful team effort and the hard work
really paid off - we have a huge number of enquiries
which we will be following up with our usual speed
and professionalism. Thanks to all of our customers
who visited and for their really positive comments
about the relevance and quality of our display and
who gave us the opportunity to work with them
further on their enquiries. I believe that together
Vann and Northern Lights offer something which is
unique in the market and it seems that we are really
managing to get that message across’
If you have an enquiry in the UAE please do not
hesitate to contact Espino on Tel : +97143605269
or email: espino@vann-fid.com
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A NOTE FROM DUBAI...
The ‘Hotel Show’ was the largest dedicated hotel
and hospitality exhibition in the Middle East region
for 15 years. The exhibition gives you a 360 o view
of the hotel and hospitality industry. From
investment to build, design and fit-out, refurbishing,
operating and management, it is of interest to
everyone involved in the hotel industry.
For the third consecutive year we participated in
this major event showcasing our latest decorative
light fittings which created lots of interest amongst
the hospitality industry decision makers.
Together with Northern Lights we have successfully
provided impeccable bespoke lighting for hotels,
pubs, restaurants and retail shops in Qatar, KSA,
Oman, Lebanon, Kuwait and UAE. The three day
event provided a great platform for us to share our
stories with our existing and potential clients face
to face.
Above all the hotel show provides us with a greater
level of knowledge and understanding which will
enable us to better service our clients’ future
lighting projects.
- Espino Soodbaksh, MD of Vann Furniture

ENLIGHTENED
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FACTORY FOCUS

WIRING

AN ESSENTIAL PART OF YOUR BESPOKE LIGHTING MANUFACTURE...
The final stage that every fitting we manufacture
goes through before it is packed and shipped is
assembly, electrical wiring and testing. The
complexity of this process is determined by a few
factors such as size, style, light source and
construction of the light fitting.
It is quite apparent that sometimes electrifying a
fitting is not always the first consideration when
designers put pen to paper. Very often, designs arrive
with us and look stunning – but when our in-house
team sits down and starts the job of turning those
designs into real working fittings they find that
getting the electricity through it to a lamp has not
really been taken into account.
The design team works on adapting designs,
selecting materials and choosing methods that will
allow us to provide the correct amount of light as
required by the client, design or project. The fitting is
then manufactured and finished and passed through
to the assembly and wiring team where this final part
of the process begins.
Very often seen wearing cotton gloves and taking
time to ensure finishes are not damaged, the wiring
team assembles the fittings into their finished form.
Anything from simple wall lights to dramatically
dressed crystal chandeliers all go through this final
assembly process. Care is taken to remove any sharp
internal edges, metal burrs or rough surfaces so that
as cables are inserted during the next process,
nothing is damaged or cut which could lead to
electrical failure.
Next is the actual wiring process. Having checked the
job sheets the team selects the appropriate electrical
flexes – this could be anything from standard 3-core
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flex to specialised LSF (Low Smoke Fume) or high
temperature PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene, more commonly
known as Teflon) cables. We also now stock a range of
brightly coloured smooth or twisted silk flexes which are
proving extremely popular with designers. This part of the
process can take from just a few minutes to several hours
and depends entirely on the shape and design of the fitting
along with the materials used in its construction.
Once the fitting is completely wired they then attach the
necessary lampholders or connect directly to LED
components and drivers. Fittings can be wired to use most
types of light source – from standard BC or ES, 12v (low
voltage) or GU10 (mains voltage) through to LED tapes and
modules. Each fitting can have as many light sources as is
dictated by the design – from a single ES lampholder to
multiple low voltage or LED light sources.

Once the fittings are wired they go through to the testing
department where they have their final visual/mechanical
inspection to check for any damage that may have occurred
during assembly and wiring. They are then fully electrically
tested using industry recognised Clare testing equipment
and to the extremely thorough LIA (Lighting Industry
Association) standards. We then label the fittings with the
appropriate standard and batch references before wrapping
them and passing them through to despatch ready for
shipping.
So next time you ‘flick the switch’ just remember the process
that each fitting goes through to allow the electricity to flow
and create your stunning visual effects on every site!

ENLIGHTENED
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WHAT’S NEW
THE LAUNCH OF OUR NEW WEBSITE
We have been working hard behind the scenes over the last few months to
give our site a fresh new look and make it easier for you to find inspiring
lighting ideas and to specify products. So what is new?

COMPANY

PROJECTS

COLLECTIONS

BESPOKE

NEWS

C O N TAC T

SEARCH

NEWSLETTER

MY MOOD BOARDS

1. SIMPLER NAVIGATION
We have streamlined our menu to give you quick access. All our projects
and products are only one click away from the top bar. If you want to know
more about our bespoke service as well as our design and manufacturing
capabilities you can go straight to the 'Bespoke' page.

NO
ORRTTHHEERRNNL ILGI G
H THST S
UNLIMITED LIGHTING

2. QUICKER TO FIND WHAT YOU WANT
VIEW PROJECT

We know very often you have a project on hand and just want to find
information about a particular style, a specific project or a product. That is
why we have introduced a powerful 'search' tool on the top bar. Simply
input the key words, it will bring up all the relevant information – projects,
products and any related lighting ideas from the site. Finding inspiration
has never been easier.

3. MORE REAL INSPIRATION

NORTHERN LIGHTS
COMPANY

←

PROJECTS

COLLECTIONS

BESPOKE

NEWS

C O N TAC T

NORTHERN LIGHTS

C
SEARCH

NEWSLETTER

CR E AT E M O O D B OA R D S

COMPANY

PROJECTS

COLLECTIONS

BESPOKE

NEWS

C O N TAC T

SEARCH

NEWSLETTER

MY MOOD BOARDS

B ac k

One of our early ambitions for the new site was to make it a true source of
inspiration, a place to showcase what a difference lighting can make to an
interior scheme. We are fortunate to work with many brilliant people to
develop creative schemes and our extensive range of projects is the true
testament to the power of lighting.

TA B L E L A M P

UNLIMITED LIGHTING
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ABOUT

T EC H N I C A L SP EC I F I C AT I O N

For more than 25 years, Northern Lights has created beautiful lighting for hotels,
restaurants, pubs and retail sector. Our philosophy is there is no limitation on what
our clients can achieve. We listen to your aspirations and strive to turn your vision
into reality. We have a wide range of inspirational products and are ready to take on
any bespoke challenges - any shape, any size, any colour, any finish –
let's make it happen.

DESIGNERS RESOURCE

M o n o c l e i p s u m d o l o r s i t am e t b o u l e v ar d s i g n a t u r e
To t o g l o b al d e s t i n a t i o n W i n k r e a t i v e , Et t i n g e r ﬁ n e s t
w ar d r o b e e xc l u s i v e B a g g u . B u l l e t i n b u s i n e s s c l a s s
e s s e n t i al A i r b u s A 38 0 i n t e rn a t i o n al s h ar p ﬂ a t wh i t e
B a g g u s op h i s t ic a t e d P o r t e r e sp re s s o

OUR STORY

OUR PEOPLE

DESIGN

PRODUCTION

LAMPS

CARE

EXPORT

LIKE THIS PRODUCT?

D ow n l o a d f ac t s h e e t

The project section features more than 50 projects. From luxury hotels to
British pubs, from shabby chic to Art Deco, from statement chandeliers to
bedside table lamps, not only do we want this section to reflect the
breadth of our work, but also to be a kind of 'ideas library' to spark your
imagination.

My vision of Northern Lights is based on this: a place filled with creativity and passion,
a place where everybody says 'I can do that' and goes an extra mile to achieve it. John Fleming Founding Director

Add to moo d b oa rd

SHARE

Ta g g e d : Ta b l e L a m p , M e t a l B a s e , H a m m e r e d M e t a i l , C h r o m e , S i l v e r

We will regularly update new projects to keep it fresh and relevant.

4. CREATE YOUR OWN MOOD BOARDS

Everyday hundreds of fittings ranging from 6 metre chandeliers to bedside lamps
dispatched from the factory to restaurants, hotels, pubs and retail spaces up and
down the country and abroad. Companies such as Primer Inn, Costa Coffee, and
Jamie’s Italian all work with Northern Lights to develop creative yet functional lighting
solutions to reinforce what is often their most prized possession – their brands, and
trust Northern Lights to manage roll-out schemes at regional, national and
international level.

R E L AT E D P R O D U C T S

A mood board is an effective way to convey a design idea, mood or
feeling. We felt it was necessary to have this function, allowing you to
collect product and project images which reflect the intended feel of your
projects. You can create multiple boards for different projects and themes.
The boards can be emailed, shared or printed. A simple registration
process will allow you to save the boards and come back at any time to
review them.

We continue to invest in our design and manufacturing facilities, ensuring we do not
only meet the demand of today's market but also be able to set the trend for
the future.
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OUR PEOPLE
CO MPA N Y

PROJECTS

COLLECTIONS

C O N TA C T

O u r s to r y
O u r p e op le
Wh a t w e d o
W e s a y, t h e y s a y
N ew s

H o te l s
Re s t aur a nt s & Ba r s
P ub s
R e t a il
O t h er s
I ns p i r a ti o ns
B e s p o ke

C e ilin g
Ta b l e
F lo o r
Wa l l
Ca t a l o g u e s

Te l e p hone :
+44 ( 0 )124 6 8 5 8 7 5 0
E m a i l:
s a l e s @ nor t he r n - l ig h t s . c o . u k
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It is our people who make Northern Lights
different. We like to take challenges and push
boundaries as well as the process to nail
down the finest details. We are always inspired
by our customers and passionate about every
project we do. Our excitement comes from
taking a vision and turning it into reality. We
are always ready to take next challenge and
let's talk.

S

H

NORTHERN LIGHTS

5. MORE INTERACTIVE

COMPANY

If you like a project or a product, if you enjoy reading our company news or find the
lighting ideas useful, why not share it with your friends and colleagues? Sharing
through social media is straightforward on the new site. We know many of our
customers use Pinterest to collect ideas, so we have made it easy to pin project
pictures by adding a pin button to all of them.

PROJECTS

COLLECTIONS

BESPOKE

NEWS

C O N TAC T

SEARCH

NEWSLETTER

MY MOOD BOARDS

PROJECTS
We innovate with interior designers, building on their creativity to engineer
well-considered light fittings that balance form with function. Our design process
ensures that the designer's vision is not lost and the whole process runs smoothly
from concept to installation.

ALL

HOTELS

B A R S & R E S TAU R A N T S

PUBS

R E TA I L

OTHERS

6. ENDLESS SCROLL AND STRONGER IMAGERY
We want you to learn about us through our website – not only who we are, but also
the passion behind it; not only what we do but also the people who make it possible.
From the very beginning we decided to use a scroll-down style - bang on trend, yes,
but more importantly, we feel it is the best way to share the Northern Lights story
with you. Through the bold and occasionally humorous images on the home page, we
want to invite you to go behind the scenes, to meet Northern Lights people and to
explore what makes Northern Lights different.

7. FULLY RESPONSIVE

Manchester House
Manchester

Perfectionist Cafe
Gatwick Airport

Jamie’s Italian
UK Locations Nationwide

Holiday Inn
Stratford City, London

Izel - The Conrad Hotel
Dubai

The Porch House
Stow-On-The-Wold

Jamie’s Italian
International Locations

Visconti Palace
Rome

Chaophraya
UK Locations Nationwide

PizzaExpress
UK Locations Nationwide

Hilton Baku
Baku, Azerbaijan

4th Floor Cafe & Bar, Harvey Nichols
Leeds

Alton Towers Resort Hotel
Alton, Staffordshire

Hotel La Tour
Birmingham

The Isrotel Ganim Hotel
Ganim, Israel

The site is fully responsive so it should be easy to use whether you are accessing it
using a desk top computer, tablet or mobile.

8. KEEP YOU UP-TO-DATE
The 'News' section will keep you up-to-date with our latest content – new projects,
new products, lighting trends and new technology.
Through four categories – 'COMPANY', 'TREND', 'PEOPLE' and 'MANUFACTURING',
we will keep you up-to-date with what is happening at Northern Lights as well as
sharing with you our thoughts on design trends and developments in technology.
You can also read and download the 'ENLIGHTENED' magazine in this section.
This is just the first step in the creation of our new website which will reflect our
business – positive, intuitive, instant and inspiring. Please do let us know what you
think and what you like or dislike about the new site. Is there anything else you
would like to see? How can we make it more user-friendly?
All suggestions gratefully accepted.

COMPA N Y

PROJECTS

COLLECTIONS

C O N TA C T

Our story
Our people
What we do
We say, they say

Hotels
Restaurants & Bars
Pubs
Retail
Others
Inspirations

Ceiling
Table
Floor
Wall
Catalogues

Telephone:
+44 (0)1246 858 750
Email:
sales@northern-lights.co.uk

CONNECT

© Northern Lights 2014. All rights reserved.

Contact
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Sitemap

Privacy Policy

“We were completely delighted to be working with one of the UK's leading custom lighting specialists.
We delivered a completely bespoke website design paired with an advanced content management
system to make it all happen. The new website was delivered in a short time frame and on budget.
This was a perfect project for 93ft to showcase the incredible design and developer talent in one of
the North's top creative design houses.”
WWW.93FT.COM

Nick Clark, Creative Director, 93ft Sheffield

ENLIGHTENED
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SHAPING THE
FUTURE OF LIGHT
WITH THE EXCLUSIVE OLED INNOVATORS CLUB
“At Philips we are committed to drive the market adoption of OLED lighting.
With the performance of our Lumiblade Brite FL300 OLED panel our
customers are experiencing design and creative flexibility that was not
possible before. We are really pleased that Northern Lights has joined our
Lumiblade Innovators Club as one of its first members. With their

OLED
INNOVATORS
CLUB
FIRST UK MEMBER

competency as bespoke one-stop luminaire and chandelier manufacturers
and the endless possibilities our OLED offer, we are looking forward to
seeing exciting innovations coming to the market.”
- Kees Geevers, Philips OLED representative for the UK.

INTERACT WITH US ON SOCIAL MEDIA:

Northern Lights (Chesterfield) Ltd
Hardwick View Road, Holmewood Industrial Estate,
Holmewood, Chesterfield, S42 5SA
T: 01246 858750 F: 01246 858751
W: www.northern-lights.co.uk E: sales@northern-lights.co.uk
If you do not wish to receive further issues of this magazine please email: editor@northern-lights.co.uk
E & OE Disclaimer Statement
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information supplied herein, Northern Lights cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.

